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CASH ON CALL

7.723%

AER ANNUAL EFFECTIVE RATE AFTER ALL FEES

AVERAGE MONEY MARKET RATE

7.514%

DIFFERENCE

0.209%

On a cash balance of R4,000,000, this difference
represents additional interest of R8,351 per annum.
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Greetings from the
Financial Planning Team
Independent Wealth Managers

It’s hard to believe we are entering the fourth quarter of
2019, a year in which global economics and politics has
dominated the headlines.

day when interest rates return to normal levels, taxes will have to
go up to pay for it all. None of this seems to be a good sign for
the global economy.

Over recent months, there has been a fair amount of noise
regarding the inversion of the US yield curve and the
implications thereof. Since 1950, all nine major US recessions
were preceded by an inversion of a key segment of the so-called
yield curve. The yield curve is defined as the spread between
long- and short-dated Treasury bonds, so a negative curve
implies that near-term bonds yield a higher coupon rate than
their long-term counterparts. When investors see the economy
falling in the future, they tend to flock towards longer term
bonds for safety. The increase in demand increases the prices,
which pushes yields lower. The opposite holds true for shorter
term bonds in times of fear. A brief inversion could just be an
anomaly and some inversions have not preceded recessions. In
addition, the yield curve may also be distorted by more than $15
trillion worth of foreign bonds (approximately 25% of global
bonds) that pay negative interest rates, which also seems to
make no economic sense.

However, this does not necessarily mean all doom and gloom for
global markets. In a recently published academic article by
academics from Arizona State University and Hong Kong
Polytechnic University, the authors looked at the performance of
64 000 listed stocks around the world over the period 1990 to
2018. Fewer than 2% of stocks listed globally have accounted for
all of the global equity outperformance relative to cash which
indicated that the aggregate equity performance is largely a
result of a few top performers and not the market as a whole.

Imagine someone borrows R1 000 from you today and in 10
years, they repay you R900, is this a deal you would consider? This
strange phenomenon of negative yields is happening across the
world and on an increasing basis. This is happening as a result of
investors flocking towards bonds as stock prices have fallen,
resulting in higher bond prices, pushing yields down, in some
cases even below zero. The negative result of this is that it
encourages more government borrowing and spending, but one

Although the US market has performed relatively well since
the financial crisis in 2008 / 2009, this research indicates that
most of the participants have either performed in-line with, or
underperformed, cash over the period. This can create
opportunities for stock pickers.
We trust that you enjoy the topical articles we have carefully
selected in this version of The Independent and would again like
to thank you for partnering with us on your financial journey.
Times may be uncertain and the world we live in continues to
experience strange anomalies, but opportunities are ever
present. We continue to believe in formulating a long term
financial strategy and sticking with it even when the short term
noise is loud.
The IWM Team
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Financial Indicator Review

30 September 2019

SPOT

% MOVE 12 MONTHS

Gold $/oz

1 474

23,70%

*ZAR/USD

15,16

7,15%

*ZAR/GBP

18,61

0,96%

*ZAR/EUR

16,53

0,57%

All Share (J203)

54 825

-1,59%

Resources (J210)

43 470

0,61%

Financials (J580)

38 673

-9,23%

SA Industrials (J257)

75 357

-0,29%

Property (J254)

352

-15,20%

S&P 500

2 977

2,15%

FTSE 100

7 408

-1,36%

Nikkei

21 756

-9,80%

DJ-EURO50

3 569

5,01%

Nasdaq

7 999

-0,58%

Hang Seng

26 092

-6,10%

Shanghai Composite

2 905

2,97%

France CAC40

5 678

3,35%

Germany DAX Composite

12 428

1,48%

PLEASE NOTE:
*A negative movement in the currency indicators represents a strengthening of the Rand against the comparative currency.

Source: Fundhouse
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Trade wars –
the new normal?

Article by Jeremy Gardiner – Investec Asset Management

The IMF warned recently that the main risk factors to the global
economy currently are that further US-China tariffs, US auto tariffs,
or a no-deal Brexit – could sap confidence, investment and global
growth. It warned that these trade wars needed to end urgently, in
order to boost confidence, investment and growth.
So, therefore, your financial fate over the next couple of years
lies largely in the hands of two people, Boris Johnson and
Donald Trump.
In terms of Brexit, a no-deal exit would be ‘an event’ in global
financial markets, which would scare foreign investors and result
in emerging markets, including South Africa, being punished. Not
to mention, the UK and Europe are significant trading partners of
ours, plus the UK is responsible for approximately a third of our
foreign direct investment inflows.
Boris, however, does not have an easy road ahead. He must do in
three months what Teresa May couldn’t achieve in three years.
Although committed to leaving on 31 October without a deal if
necessary, Boris realises this route carries significant risk and

could be ‘bumpy'. Ideally, he would like to reach an agreement
with the EU, but given that the previous deal failed repeatedly in
parliament, he needs a new, improved deal. The problem is, the
Europeans told Teresa May months ago that it’s not up for
renegotiation, and they’re sticking to that.
So Boris finds himself leading a government committed to a
‘no-deal’ exit, should the Europeans refuse to negotiate a new
deal (which they may well do). He is up against a parliament
vehemently opposed to a ‘no-deal’ Brexit, and the Tories have a
parliamentary majority of one. This is very likely to result in
decision-making paralysis, followed quite possibly by a vote of no
confidence and fresh UK elections. Boris will obviously be hoping
for a stronger mandate, but anything, including a Labour/Lib
Dem coalition victory, however unlikely, is possible.

www.iwm.co.za
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Trade wars –
the new normal?

Brexit aside, I believe tariff wars are something we’re going to
have to get used to, because that’s how Trump fights. The
Mexicans are safe (for now), India is under pressure, and Europe,
particularly the automobile industry, is next. Just as markets were
enjoying a pause in the conflict over the past month, President
Trump, completely disregarding the ongoing efforts of his
negotiators, implemented more tariffs, by tweet. Investors
panicked – again! – and world markets including emerging
markets (and SA), suffered.
I’ve written before that he has a strategy, that analysts believe
that he is deliberately stoking global tensions in order to get the
Chinese to stimulate more and the US Federal Reserve to cut
more. Then, when he eventually does a deal with the Chinese, the
US economy and stock markets will crescendo, peaking just in
time for the US elections. The result? A booming economy should
ensure his re-election next year. Apparently, that’s how the US
works. A strong economy equals almost certain re-election for an
incumbent president. It seems the economy is all that counts, all
other negativity is just ‘noise’.
I’ve been told that this theory gives too much credit to Trump,
that he is irrational and acts impulsively with little thought of the
consequences. If this is the case, we better hold on tight because
there’s a very real chance that the global economy is going into
recession.

The risk to his strategy is that the Chinese understand how much
he needs a strong economy for re-election and may well play
hardball in order to try and strike a better deal with a Democrat
president. Also, Jerome Powell, Chair of the US Federal Reserve, is
not yielding to Trump's pressure to accelerate rate cuts,
infuriating Trump and unsettling markets.
I’m pretty sure his strategy is to get re-elected. If that is the case,
and he manages to artificially stimulate the US economy (and
therefore also the global economy), the result will be a ‘risk-on’
environment which would be very positive for emerging markets,
including SA.
And my goodness, at the moment we need every bit of help we
can get.

Trump is deliberately stoking
global tensions in order to get
the Chinese to stimulate more
and the US Federal Reserve to
cut more.

www.iwm.co.za
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How bias can sink
your investment success
Article by Tamryn Lamb – Allan Gray

verybody has biases. We make judgements about
people, places, and of course, the markets. It is
almost impossible not to allow the filters which are
created through our emotions and our experiences
to impact our investment decision making. The trick is to
understand them, be able to identify them when they occur
and to build in steps to mitigate them when needed.
We are presented with a daily barrage of information, from
media reports, company statements, market forecasts, expert
commentary to banter on social media, that ultimately form the
basis of our investment decisions. Making sense of it all can be
overwhelming. To facilitate an easier and quicker decision-making
process, our brains create cognitive strategies, or shortcuts, called
heuristics.
Heuristics in daily life often show up as our “gut feelings” or
“common sense”. For example, if we are exposed to a lot of
footage of, say, plane crashes, we are more likely to overestimate
the likelihood of being in one. This is called the availability
heuristic: Because the images of a plane crash are easy to recall,
our brain makes the connection that they are more likely to
occur. Another example is when you like a particular politician or
economist, you are less likely to fact-check their statements – this
mental shortcut is called the affect heuristic, where your feelings
about a thing, person or situation influence your view.

Behavioural biases
While heuristics can help us process information quickly, they can
also lead us to make poor decisions, as we rely on intuition rather
than carefully weighing up the pros and cons before taking
action. Behavioural scientists have studied heuristics and identified
numerous biases that can lead us to make poor decisions. These
include:
Availability / attention bias: The tendency to rely on
information that comes up frequently, such as extensive
media coverage. This bias sees investors gravitate towards
familiar company names when looking for an investment,
forgetting that companies we hear about less frequently can
also be excellent investment opportunities.
Confirmation bias: The tendency to rely on selective
information that supports your belief about an investment.
Investors who fall into this trap avoid critical opinions and
reports about their chosen investment, cherry-picking
information that portrays the investment in a positive light.
Anchoring: The tendency to rely heavily on one piece of
information to make a decision. Human beings love an
anchor to cling to, and for many investors, the price you paid
for a stock or recent performance can be a psychological
anchor. For example, if a sector has achieved impressive
returns over the past year, investors will focus on the
short-term performance and be tempted to switch their

www.iwm.co.za
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How bias can sink
your investment success

Maria Konnikova

Renowned psychologist and
New York Times best-selling author.

investment to that sector, ignoring long-term performance –
as well as their investment strategy. This bias can lead to
selling low and buying high, a sure way to destroy value.
Home bias: The tendency to see investments from one’s
country as being more trustworthy because you are familiar
with the names and products. This bias is one of the reasons
investors do not invest enough offshore, missing out on the
opportunity to diversify their portfolio to make it less
sensitive to local factors.
Favourite long-shot bias: We are an optimistic species. We
always hope for the best, especially in investing. However,
this can be a psychological trap. Investors who fall for this
bias will frequently buy investments that are a long shot in
the hope of high returns, forgetting that the likelihood of the
long shot winning is low, and therefore the chances of good
returns is also low.
At the recent Allan Gray Investment Summit, renowned
psychologist and New York Times best-selling author Maria
Konnikova discussed three additional biases – the sunk-cost
fallacy, the gambler’s fallacy and the hot-hand fallacy – that she
observed while playing poker professionally. These biases are also
present in investing.

Be aware of your bias to make money
Emotions can have a significant impact on your investment
success. To make money from investing, investors should learn to
manage their behaviour. Key to this is being aware of your own
behavioural biases to make better, more rational investment
decisions.
A good way to manage your behaviour, especially during market
volatility, is to have – and stick to – an investment strategy that is
based on your objectives, time horizon and appetite and
tolerance for risk. A good independent financial adviser can also
help you to remain focused on your strategy and stick to your
investment goals when emotions threaten to get the better of
you.

Emotions can have a significant
impact on your investment success.
To make money from investing,
investors should learn to manage
their behaviour.

www.iwm.co.za
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Prescribed Assets
Article by Fundhouse

re Prescribed Assets on the Way?
We are facing a situation where our developmental
needs are enormous, and in a number of other
places pension funding is utilised for developmental purposes, for
infrastructure, and quite often those pension funds make good
returns out of infrastructure developments.
We need to discuss this matter and we need to discuss it with a
view to actually saying what is it we can do to utilise the various
resources in our country to generate growth in a purposeful
manner.
These were the words of President Cyril Ramaphosa in response
to a specific question at the Question and Answer session in the
National Assembly on Thursday 22 August 2019. His comments
came a few days after Enoch Godongwana (ANC economic policy
head) said the ANC is investigating prescribed assets for pension
funds.
As expected, the reaction from the press and the public has been
one of concern and in some cases a degree of panic. As with any
investment decision, an investor needs to identify the potential
scenarios that may eventuate, assign a probability to each of
those scenarios and estimate the impact of each. The following
note sets out what prescribed assets are, the likelihood of them
being introduced in South Africa and the potential impact their
implementation may have.

What are Prescribed Assets?
Prescribed assets refers to a policy whereby the government
changes regulation to force pension funds (and potentially other
financial institutions) to invest a stated allocation of their assets

into specific investments, such as government bonds or the
bonds of State-Owned Enterprises (SOE’s).
The rules governing the investment of pension fund assets are
currently set out in Regulation 28 issued under the Pension
Funds Act and sets limitations on how assets can be invested. For
example, there is a maximum amount of 30% that can be
invested in offshore assets plus an additional 10% allowed to be
invested in the rest of Africa. There are also maximums on equity
(75%) and property allocations (25%).
Prescribed assets would adjust these guidelines to force a
minimum investment in specific local government and parastatal
bonds. This would effectively ensure a steady flow of funding into
the entities, reducing any reliance on foreign investors.

A history of prescribed assets in South Africa
South Africa has followed a policy of prescribed assets before,
under the apartheid regime, between 1956 and 1989. Investors in
retirement funds were forced to invest more than half of their
savings in local government and parastatal bonds (53% at one
point, up to 75% for the then Public Investment Corporation’s
assets) and life companies had to invest a third of their capital.
The National Party implemented a prescribed asset policy to help
fund SOEs following sanctions. The negative impact on returns for
investors was material – for many years in the 1970’s, prescribed
assets provided investors with negative real returns (more than
4% below inflation), however the real impact on retirement
outcomes was more severe as the majority of assets invested in
these assets were taken from local equities during a time of very
strong markets.

www.iwm.co.za
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Prescribed Assets

How likely are prescribed assets in South Africa?
In our opinion, the probability of prescribed assets being
implemented in South Africa at this stage is low. The risk is clearly
not zero, but there are a number of factors that support this view:
In their election manifesto in January 2019, the ANC
mentioned prescribed assets as something they would look
to investigate. It is not ANC nor government policy. President
Ramaphosa was responding to a direct question in
parliament and concerns were that he didn’t confirm that
prescribed assets were not an option. The question is how
much of the rhetoric is politics and how much is actually the
current thinking?
There has been talk that we are likely to require an IMF
bailout if we don’t go down the prescribed assets route. We
would argue that prescribed assets are likely to accelerate
any need for an IMF bailout rather than keep it at bay. We are
also not sure what started the sudden "IMF bailout" talk. The
IMF were even bemused by the talk of a bailout!
We have seen an ongoing relaxation of exchange controls
over the last 25 years with the most recent being the change
in Regulation 28, which increased the allocation allowed
offshore (from 25% to 30%, and an additional allocation into
the rest of Africa). The effect of these changes has been to
reduce the proportion of assets invested in local equities and
bonds. This effectively has the opposite effect to prescribed
assets.
There is appetite from local asset managers to invest in the
infrastructure and growth focused projects that the
President referred to, provided that the investment case

makes sense. An example of how this has worked well is the
public private partnership of investment in renewable
energy projects over the past decade. Investors want to know
that the projects will be managed with proper governance
and sound financial controls. It is not a lack of available
investors, but rather a lack of trust which is hindering
investment.
There are important political considerations to the
introduction of any form of prescribed assets given the
sheer size of the membership of the Government
Employees Pension Fund (the GEPF, managed by the PIC)
and the array of trade union and industry pension funds. Our
read is that both Cosatu and the PIC have been sceptical of
the development. There is a lot of political water to flow
under the bridge before we get to prescribed assets.
Clearly circumstances can change – for example, a change in the
ANC leadership could well change the view - but for now we
believe the introduction of prescribed assets is unlikely.

The Impact of the Introduction of Prescribed Assets
In simple terms, the reason assets are prescribed is that the
demand for those assets is insufficient to meet the funding
needs. The reason for the lack of demand is that the investment
case doesn’t warrant investing in those assets, i.e. the return
offered for the level of risk taken is not attractive. Therefore,
prescribing an asset "forces" a demand for the asset which in turn
results in a lower yield, and lower expected future investment
returns. If individuals and companies have the option to invest
without any prescription, they will generally choose to do so.

www.iwm.co.za
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Prescribed Assets

In our opinion, the introduction of any form of prescribed assets
would be very negative. Clearly the extent of the negative impact
would depend on the details of how it would be implemented,
but our view is that regardless of the specifics, the damage to
investor confidence for both global investors and local retirement
savers would be severe. This would likely have material knock-on
effects, including:
a reduction in Foreign Direct Investment (FDI). President
Ramaphosa has made foreign investment a key priority and
has made progress in securing FDI. Introducing prescribed
assets would be expected to stall and likely reverse this
progress.
a reduction in retirement savings. This would come from
individuals opting out of pension plans where possible, those
over the age of 55 would look to divest the maximum
amount allowable out of their Retirement Annuities (RA’s),
and new contributions into RA’s slowing dramatically.
an acceleration of capital exiting the country. We have
already seen an increase in the amount of discretionary
capital being invested offshore. We would expect many
investors with excess capital to avoid local equities and
bonds and invest in offshore assets.

In our view, the combination of these
and other consequences of prescribed
assets would have a severe impact on
the South African economy.

What would the funds be used for?
The initial public reaction to the rhetoric around prescribed
assets has been that the funds would be used to fund the
debt-laden State Owned Enterprises (SOE’s). They are clearly in
need of capital to fund their high levels of debt and bloated
budgets. The shortfall has been funded by tax payers up until
now, but with tax receipts declining and the economy slowing,
one questions whether this is sustainable. Attempts are being
made to improve the governance of SOE’s and to bring their
budgets under control, but for now SOEs are in a poor financial
state, are poorly managed and have grown to be inefficient, so
the thought of being forced to invest pension savings into SOEs at
lower yields is not compelling.
There is also a lack of confidence and trust in government’s ability
to use the funding to implement infrastructure projects and
other growth initiatives. Our sense is that this would be preferable
to funding the SOE’s, but the reality is that both local and global
investors would be willing to invest in these projects if the proper
governance and financial controls were in place without
prescribed assets forcing them to. Prescribed assets indicate that
government doesn’t believe it can provide investors with the
confidence that projects will be properly executed.

In conclusion
We believe the introduction of any form of prescribed assets
would be very negative for the South African economy and for
investors regardless of how the funds are allocated. However, we
do believe that all the talk of prescribed assets is premature and
their introduction given the current situation is unlikely.
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Death and taxes:
Situs explained

Article by Lizzie Fick and Rene van Zyl Tax and fiduciary, Investec Wealth & Investment

It’s said that in this world, nothing is certain –
except death and taxes. Situs is an important
element when these two come together, and
understanding it can save your heirs a lot of
trouble and expense.
We can think of many swear words starting with the word ‘s’, but
in the tax world one of the worst ones you will hear is “situs”.
It is commonly known that on death, the tax levied in South
Africa is called estate duty. Even though death is where it ends for
you, from a tax perspective, if you hold assets abroad, it is only the
beginning.
Situs is Latin for “position” or “site”. The situs of an asset is generally
the place where an asset is considered to be located for legal
purposes. For example, the situs of immovable property is the
place or country where the property is situated, or in the case of
a company, where incorporated or where the share register is
maintained.
However, not so commonly known is that on death, both the
UK and the US also levy an estate duty on certain situs assets.
On death, South African residents are liable for estate duty based
on their worldwide assets. Estate duty is currently levied at a rate
of 20% in the case of an estate less than R30 million, and at a rate
of 25% on the value above R30 million.

However, not so commonly known is that on death, both the UK
and the US also levy an estate duty on certain situs assets, i.e.
certain assets that are physically situated within their jurisdiction.
In the UK this is known as inheritance tax and in the US it’s called
estate tax. Collectively, they are known as situs taxes. This is
important to note if you have assets in either country.
In the UK, 40% situs tax will be levied on situs assets over the
value of £325,000. Any amount falling below the £325,000
threshold is known as “the nil rate band” and is free from situs tax.
Each individual receives this £325 000 exemption. There will be
no situs tax levied on any situs assets left to a surviving spouse. In
addition to this, if the situs assets are left to the spouse, which
results in the £325,000 exemption not being used, the exemption
will roll over to the spouse. The spouse will then have a £650 000
exemption on their death.
In the US, the threshold for situs tax is dangerously low at only
$60,000. The top bracket for estate tax is 40% on US situs assets.
In contrast to the UK, the US offers no spousal exemptions or
rollovers unless the spouse is a US citizen.
So, on death, you will be in for 20% SA estate duty, as well as a
potential 40% situs tax on your US and UK situs assets. You must
be thinking: “Is that not a double tax?” You are correct, but all is
not lost.

www.iwm.co.za
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Death and taxes:
Situs explained

It’s important to ensure that the executor
of your estate is aware of the situs
applicable to your assets.
To prevent double taxation, SA has entered into an estate duty
agreement with both the UK and US, the terms of which allow
the countries in which the situs assets are located to tax such
assets.
South Africans will be able to claim a credit in SA for the situs
taxes paid in the UK and US. However, the credits will be limited
to a maximum of the 20% SA estate duty payable on the asset,
even though you may have paid 40% in the US and UK. This
essentially means that instead of paying 20% SA estate duty, you
will pay 40% situs tax.
It is important to note that a credit is not automatically applied.
It is your executor’s responsibility to ensure the credit is claimed
and applied. If this is not done, you may end up paying both 20%
SA estate duty and 40% situs tax. It is important to ensure that
the executor of your estate is aware of the situs applicable to your
assets. Failing to pay the necessary taxes may result in your
executor becoming personally liable for the taxes and severe
penalties for your executor and heirs.
Many people ask us: “How will we know about the situs tax?"
Firstly, if an executor has not performed his/her duties and
ensured the necessary taxes are paid, they may become
personally liable for the situs taxes owing. Professional executors
and estate administrators have therefore become the situs
“policemen” for HMRC and the IRS. Secondly, global reporting

and the automatic exchange of information means that the tax
authorities most likely already know about the situs assets, which
would have been reported under FATCA and the CRS.

Tips for investing offshore in a situs-efficient way
To avoid incurring unnecessary taxes arising on death, South
Africans investing offshore should always consult their tax
practitioners and ensure that they understand international tax
law, before making decisions.
Investing through an offshore trust or an offshore company may
in certain instances mitigate situs exposure. However, this would
require specialised structuring.
Investments through certain offshore unit trust portfolios,
Exchange Traded Funds (ETFs) and insurance wrappers
registered outside the relevant jurisdiction, may not attract situs
tax in certain instances, even if they hold underlying situs assets.
If you are already invested in assets which could attract situs tax,
you could consider selling these investments and investing into
platforms which are not considered situs assets. However, the
capital gains and income tax consequences would need to be
considered before doing so. If you do hold situs assets, and the
value of the situs assets do not exceed the nil rate bands, there
would be no situs tax.
The world continues to grow into a global network, as do the
global tax laws applicable to your worldwide assets. It has
become much smaller and more integrated. Failing to carefully
consider the tax implications of where you invest could create
unnecessary costs and expenses for you and your heirs.
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